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 As I write this lessons for this term are over. Due to the disruptions 
Covid restrictions brought to us we find ourselves in the situation that Our 
2Nd years are in their moving into the third term of their 2nd year, the 1st 
years move into their third term of their 1st  year and the Ground Zeros, 
who started in January, now go to the 1st  term of their first year. If you 
are confused it is nothing compared with the lecturers and administration 
working to sort themselves out. The 2nd years are giving an extra 8 
months on top of their original two years commitment and are anxious to 
finish and finish well.  

Apart from stopping the programme and doing a reset it is going to take 
us a few years to get back into line with our traditional academic year. So 

by God’s grace and wisdom we reset our minds and trust that the slow process of untangling 
ourselves still moves the kingdom work forward. 

 

 Bulawayo has one of 8 CURE hospitals around the world (7 are on the continent of Africa  -  
Google is you wish to find out about CURE). The CURE hospital provides orthopedic surgery 
for children. Disability is perhaps an emotionally evocative word and maybe not politically 
correct but here encompasses a wide range of physical difficulties. It is common due to a 
variety of factors but we are ill equipped as a nation and as the church to be inclusive 
especially in this area.  

 

At the beginning of March two women connected with WM were able to attend a day long 
workshop dealing with the Theology of Disability. It would seem that 40% of the one billion people in 
the world living with disability, live in Africa. Research shows that over 60% of the world’s Christian 
population lives in the global south but particularly in Africa there is a disconnect between professed 
faith and the treatment of and attitudes towards disability. Treatment and attitudes also fueled by 
corruption and poverty in the continent. 

This workshop has raised an interest in the theology of disability, the role of medicine, prayer and 
community involvement to name just a few of the swirling questions. At the end of May we will 
begin to scratch the surface of this in our own workshop with the women. 

 

 I had to untangle my thinking about the retreat morning which was not held on the 7th 
March but the 21st. It was a marvelously different time for the students at the stunning 
Greyville venue close to town. After exploring the grounds and sharing tea we settled down 
to some personal reflective time in Proverbs 2. We concentrated on what we have to do to 
gain wisdom and what the results of our actions will be. One of the students summed up 
many people’s thoughts when she said “we spend a lot of time digging for the treasure of 
material wealth, trying all sorts of things to make money. What would be the results in our 
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lives if we spent as much time seeking for wisdom which is of greater worth than all the 
world’s treasures.” 

There was time to reflect that becoming wise does not happen automatically or with age – one has 
to work for it. 

                                                                                                

 

 

 

 And another piece of “good news”. At the end of 
last year the graduating class asked for a module which 
would further their studies. We offered “Greek for 
Beginners”. For various reasons only one student attended 
but we went ahead anyway. In her end of term exam Judith 
Dhilwayo, on the L, scored 96%. Her lecturer danced at the 
result. 
 Prayers -   
(1) Thank God for His continued faithfulness 
throughout this hectic term. 
(2) Thank God for the faithful creative staff who give 
their all, in difficult circumstances, and see the fruit of their 
labours. 
(3) Almost 50 alumni will meet for breakfast on 
Saturday. Pray for a time of encouragement for them as 
much as they encourage us. 

(4) Pray for a good break for the staff and students especially as the Easter period can be 
extremely busy. 

(5) April 23rd we are hosting a tea to talk to those who are interested in WM, finding out how 
we can help them. Pray many will enquire. 

 

 



 

 


